


KEY POINTS

Hi everybody and welcome back! So this is day 4, task 4, and this
is Crafting your Market Positioning.

Now today’s task, is going to be you looking at your market
categories and sub-categories , of clothing as well as your market
levels.

So, with all the work that you’ve done around your ideal consumer
avatar, you’re really going to start having an idea around what sort
of level of the market, type of clothing category you’re going to
be able to design for them. It might not be what you were thinking
before you came into the challenge. It might have changed a bit
now that you’ve done more detailed work with your sustainability
principles and your consumer avatar.



So you’re going to have a couple of different areas to work on.
First of all you’ve got a checklist that you’re going to have a look
at and you’re going to tick off all the areas that you’ve seen that,
you could possibly work towards for your clothing range:

- the market category which is your “who”

- the clothing-category which is your “what”

- the market level which is your “where”

What’s really important is for you to start looking at whether you
actually have a problem to solve from the work that you’ve done
with your customer avatar. Have a look at what the benefits and
values of your consumer is going to be. This is with regards to
what it is that you want to design for them. Then tell me how
you’re going to be able to deliver this amazing design product &
clothing range, that you’re thinking about creating.

The last part in this section is around what you’re going to be
choosing from your checklist (having your consumer avatar at
hand) to really see what type of clothing range you’re going to be
able to develop for that particular customer. It’s not necessarily
what you want, but what you think they need.

So, there is a set template for this and it starts off with developing
a who-what clothing range for a where market level; an example
could be developing a women’s activewear clothing range for the
premium market level.

ACTION POINTS





What is the main problem or need your clothing range solves for
your consumer?

What are the benefits and values that your clothing range
provides to your ideal consumer?

How does your clothing range help your ideal consumer to fulfil on
their benefits and value?



The Market Positioning Template

From the Market Positioning list you have filled out- Go and work
out using your ICA and The Sustainability Principles ( and your
number one goal) as the reference, to choose the market you
want to sell to the most.

Use the prompts in the table below. This task will have you filling
in the blanks in this sentence:

Template: Developing a (WHO), (WHAT) clothing range, for the
(WHERE) market

Now fill in the blanks for yourself and leave the wording as I have
laid out in the template above

See below for an example

An Example: Developing a Women's Activewear clothing range,
for the Premium market

Drop in your answers.

Do not overthink this.




